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Leading Orc technology deployed by Van
der Moolen

Frankfurt & Stockholm: March 15, 2007     – Orc Software (SSE: ORC), the leading global provider of

technology for advanced trading, market making and brokerage, today announced the Swiss-based

business of international trading firm Van der Moolen, has integrated Orc technology including Orc

Liquidator and Orc Trader for its proprietary trading business.

 “Orc Software is pleased to be working with Van der Moolen to provide proprietary trading enhancements

that will accelerate its business,” says Anders Henriksson, President Benelux, Eastern & Central Europe for

Orc Software. “Today’s announcement further demonstrates Orc’s market position as a leading technology

provider delivering trading enhancements to our worldwide customers such as Van der Moolen.”

Orc Liquidator and Orc Trader provide best fit solutions for automated trading, advanced click trading and

market making across multiple markets. These areas represent the fastest growing styles of trading and

have resulted in Orc winning a record number of new customers during the past year.

Orc Software is next exhibiting at Trade Tech Europe in Paris, April 24 - 27.

About ORC Software

Orc Software (SSE: ORC) is a leading global provider of technology for advanced trading, market making

and brokerage. Founded in 1987, Orc provides solutions and services to its worldwide customer sites from

its offices across Europe, North America and Asia Pacific. Orc Software's customers include leading

investment banks, trading and market-making firms, exchanges, brokerage houses, institutional investors,

hedge funds and software vendors. �

CameronFIX, the number one Financial Information Exchange protocol (FIX) platform, is an Orc Software

connectivity solution. CameronFIX is used as a FIX platform by major members of the global financial

industry including Bank of America, International Securities Exchange, Nomura Securities, Standard

Chartered Bank, Credit Suisse, Singapore Stock Exchange, Australian Stock Exchange, OMX, Fidelity

Management and Research, Knight Securities, UBS, Citigroup, BlackRock, Barclays Capital, CIBC World

Markets and Dresdner Kleinwort Wasserstein.



Latest Orc trading technology news

Orc Software recently announced the release of the latest version Orc Trader and Orc Liquidator, Version

6.1. Release highlights include new volatility API and models, new market connections, transaction analytics

& reporting, click trading enhancements, as well as further improvements enabling high performance DMA

to global markets. New functionality can be utilized across all asset classes and products (equities, FX, fixed

income, commodities, cash, futures, options) and to 100+ markets that Orc directly connects to.

Orc Software has offices in Chicago, New York, Toronto, London, Stockholm, Frankfurt, Milan, Vienna,

Zurich, St. Petersburg, Moscow, Tokyo, Hong Kong and Sydney.

www.orcsoftware.com    
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